
Appendix 1.  Sample first-price auction announcement.

Date: Fri, 05 May 1995 16:16:01 -0400

From: reiley@MIT.EDU (David Reiley)

Subject: Reiley's Auction #10: LG Black/Blue, 5 Cent Min, Free Shipping!

Newsgroups: rec.games.trading-cards.marketplace

** Please read the rules of this auction carefully, as each auction I run 

typically has a different set of rules. **

This will be a SEALED-BID, FIRST-PRICE AUCTION.  Here's how it works:

I will accept all bids up until the deadline of NOON (Eastern Daylight Time),

next FRIDAY, May 12, 1995.  All bids are "sealed" in the sense that I will

not post updates or otherwise reveal information about the highest bid until the

auction is over.

After the deadline for bids has passed, I will award each card to the highest

bidder at the price of their bid.

Note that SHIPPING IS INCLUDED in the bid price.  If you win, you mail me

exactly the amount of your bid, with no extra charges.  This is to encourage

everyone to bid separately on each card they're interested in - no worrying

about having to win multiple cards in order to make it worth your while.

Here are THE RULES:

1. Submit bids via email to <reiley@mit.edu>.  Make sure that the subject

line of your email contains the phrase "Auction #10".  (Simply using the "reply"

command on most mail and news programs should work just fine.)  If your message

does not contain this text in the subject line, your message will be discarded.

2. In your email message, please put each of your bids on a separate line of

text.  Each bid line should be in the following format: the 3-digit

identification number of the card you're bidding on, immediately followed by

a right parenthesis, and then the amount of your bid in dollars and cents

(such as 1.00).  For example:

 305) 2.00

 306) 0.65

 

Including extra information on the bid line is okay, too.  Such extra

information might include email quote marks (such as the greater-than symbol),



the card name, condition, etc.  You may include anything that makes bidding

easier for you, EXCEPT that your bid amount should be the only price-formatted

number which appears on that line.  In other words, no other number containing a

decimal point should appear on that line.

For example, the following are also perfectly valid bids:

 

 > 305) Ghosts of the Damned             U1     Blk   M  2.00

 > 306) Demonic Torment   0.65

Bids that do not conform to these rules will be discarded.

Here are examples of INVALID bids:

 >305) Ghosts of the Damned      $2                       [no decimal point]

 306 ) Demonic Torment 0.65  [space between the 6 and the right parenthesis]

3. All bids must be in US currency, and must also satisfy the following:

  a. Bids under 1 dollar must be even multiples of a nickel ($0.05).

  b. Bids from 1 to 5 dollars must be even multiples of a dime ($0.10).

  c. Bids from 5 to 10 dollars must be even multiples of a quarter ($0.25).

  d. Bids from 10 to 20 dollars must be even multiples of a 50 cents ($0.50).

  e. Bids over 20 dollars must be even multiples of a dollar ($1.00).

4. The auction closes on Friday, May 12, 1995, at noon (EDT).  Any bids

received after that time will be ignored.  All cards receiving a bid of at

least five cents will be sold at that point to the highest bidder.  In the

case of a tie, the winner will be the person whose bid was received first.

5. The winning bidder will be notified by email, and will be asked to pay the

amount of his/her bid via US check or money order.  

6. This payment will include free shipping within the United States, via first

class mail.  The cards will be wrapped in plastic sheaths and packed in

cardboard for protection.  All cards will be shipped within one week after

the receipt of payment.

7. While this is a real auction for real cards, you should know that I plan

to use data on the bids in this auction for economic research.  In no case

will individual bidders be identified in this research; anonymity will be

preserved. By bidding in this auction, you indicate your consent to have

your bid be used in economic research.  If you do not approve of this, you

have the right not to participate in this auction.  Should you have any

questions or concerns about the use of data from this auction in academic



research, please contact the chair of the COUHES committee at MIT by phone

at 617-253-6787.

That's it!  Enjoy the auction.  Good luck, and thanks for participating!

Here is the LIST OF CARDS for auction.  All are from the LEGENDS expansion:

ID   Card Name                   Rarity Color Cond

001) Abomination                 U1     Blk   M

002) All Hallow's Eve            R      Blk   M

003) Blight                      U1     Blk   M

004) Carrion Ants                R      Blk   M

005) Chains of Mephistopheles    R      Blk   M

006) Cosmic Horror               R      Blk   M

007) Cyclopean Mummy             C2     Blk   M

008) Darkness                    C1     Blk   M

009) Demonic Torment             U1     Blk   M

010) Evil Eye of Orms-By-Gore    U1     Blk   M

011) Fallen Angel                U1     Blk   M

012) Ghosts of the Damned        C2     Blk   M

013) Giant Slug                  C2     Blk   M

014) Glyph of Doom               C2     Blk   M

015) Greed                       R      Blk   M

016) Headless Horseman           C1     Blk   M

017) Hell Swarm                  C1     Blk   M

018) Hell's Caretaker            R      Blk   M

019) Hellfire                    R      Blk   M

020) Horror of Horrors           U1     Blk   M

021) Imprison                    R      Blk   M

022) Infernal Medusa             U1     Blk   M

023) Jovial Evil                 R      Blk   M

024) Lesser Werewolf             U1     Blk   M

025) Lost Soul                   C2     Blk   M

026) Mold Demon                  R      Blk   M

027) Nether Void                 R      Blk   M

028) Pit Scorpion                C2     Blk   M

029) Quagmire                    U1     Blk   M

030) Shimian Night Stalker       U1     Blk   M

031) Spirit Shackle              C1     Blk   M

032) Syphon Soul                 C2     Blk   M

033) Takklemaggot                U1     Blk   M

034) The Abyss                   R      Blk   M

035) The Wretched                R      Blk   M



036) Touch of Darkness           U1     Blk   M

037) Transmutation               C1     Blk   M

038) Underworld Dreams           U1     Blk   M

039) Vampire Bats                C2     Blk   M

040) Walking Dead                C1     Blk   M

041) Wall of Putrid Flesh        U1     Blk   M

042) Wall of Shadows             C2     Blk   M

043) Wall of Tombstones          U1     Blk   M

044) Black Common Set (15 cards) C      Blk   M

045) Acid Rain                   R      Blu   M

046) Anti-Magic Aura             C1     Blu   M

047) Azure Drake                 U1     Blu   M

048) Backfire                    U1     Blu   M

049) Boomerang                   C2     Blu   M

050) Brine Hag                   U1     Blu   M

051) Devouring Deep              C2     Blu   M

052) Dream Coat                  U1     Blu   M

053) Elder Spawn                 R      Blu   M

054) Enchantment Alteration      C1     Blu   M

055) Energy Tap                  C2     Blu   M

056) Field of Dreams             R      Blu   M

057) Flash Counter               C2     Blu   M

058) Flash Flood                 C2     Blu   M

059) Force Spike                 C2     Blu   M

060) Gaseous Form                C1     Blu   M

061) Glyph of Delusion           C1     Blu   M

062) In the Eye of Chaos         R      Blu   M

063) Invoke Prejudice            R      Blu   M

064) Juxtapose                   R      Blu   M

065) Land Equilibrium            R      Blu   M

066) Mana Drain                  U1     Blu   M

067) Part Water                  U1     Blu   M

068) Psionic Entity              R      Blu   M

069) Psychic Purge               C1     Blu   M

070) Puppet Master               U1     Blu   M

071) Recall                      R      Blu   M

072) Relic Bind                  U1     Blu   M

073) Remove Soul                 C2     Blu   M

074) Reset                       U1     Blu   M

075) Reverberation               R      Blu   M

076) Sea King's Blessing         U1     Blu   M

077) Segovian Leviathan          U1     Blu   M

078) Silhouette                  U1     Blu   M

079) Spectral Cloak              U1     Blu   M



080) Telekinesis                 R      Blu   M

081) Teleport                    R      Blu   M

082) Time Elemental              R      Blu   M

083) Undertow                    U1     Blu   M

084) Venarian Gold               C1     Blu   M

085) Wall of Vapor               C2     Blu   M

086) Wall of Wonder              U1     Blu   M

087) Zephyr Falcon               C2     Blu   M

088) Blue Common Set (15 cards)  C      Blk   M

 

 END OF LIST

Key to Card Types and Conditions:

C  = Common

C1 = Common   (printed once per sheet of commons)

C2 = Common   (twice as common as C1, printed twice per common sheet)

C4 = Common   (four times as common as C1)

C11= Common   (eleven times as common as C1)

U  = Uncommon

U1 = Uncommon (printed once per sheet of uncommons)

U2 = Uncommon (twice as common as U1)

U3 = Uncommon (three times as common as U1)

R  = Rare

Lnd = Land

Art = Artifact

Blk = Black

Blu = Blue

Gre = Green

Red = Red   :)

Whi = White

M  = Mint

NM = Near Mint (never played, but has tiny blemishes from handling)

E  = Excellent (played a few times, has small scuff marks)

If you are unfamiliar with some of these cards, you can get information about

any Magic card (spell type, power, toughness, artist's name, etc.) from the

following Internet sources:

http://www.itis.com:80/deckmaster/magic/cardinfo/

ftp://marvin.macc.wisc.edu/pub/deckmaster/card.info/lists.w.spoilers/



Remember to send any bids, comments, or questions about the cards or the rules

of this auction to <reiley@mit.edu>.

Thanks!



Appendix 2. Sample Dutch auction update.

Date: Fri, 19 May 1995 14:36:45 -0400

To: reiley@MIT.EDU (Dave Reiley)

From: reiley@MIT.EDU (Dave Reiley)

Subject: Reiley's Auction #12: Black/Blue Legends - Update #2

This is a DUTCH auction, which is the auction format traditionally used

to sell tulip bulbs in Holland.  Here's how it works:

By contrast with an ordinary (English-style) auction, in which the prices

of the cards rise over time, this is an auction in which the prices of the

cards FALL over time.  The price of the card begins rather high and falls

each day until someone is willing to bid.  The first person to bid gets the

card at the price that was posted that day.

Note that SHIPPING IS INCLUDED in the bid price.  If you win, you mail me

exactly the amount of your bid, with no extra charges.  This is to encourage

everyone to bid separately on each card they're interested in - no worrying

about having to win multiple cards in order to make it worth your while.

If you are interested in participating in this auction, PLEASE EMAIL ME to let

me know!  I will then put you on the list of people to receive daily email

updates of the price reductions.  If I don't hear from you, this is the last

email you'll receive about this auction.

Here are THE RULES.  Please read them carefully:

1. Prices on unsold cards in this auction will be reduced once per day,

Monday through Saturday, typically between noon and 1pm (EDT).  The new prices

will be announced through two channels: a daily post to the newsgroup

<rec.games.trading-cards.marketplace>, and a daily email update to a list

of interested bidders.  If you are interested in receiving these updates

via email, please request via email to <reiley@mit.edu> to be added to the

mailing list.

2. When the price has reached the level at which you are willing to bid for

the card, submit your bid(s) via email to <reiley@mit.edu>.  Make sure that

the subject line of your email contains the phrase "Auction #12".  (Simply

using the "reply" command on most mail and news programs should work just

fine.)  If your message does not contain this text in the subject line,

your message will be discarded.



3. In your email message, please put each of your bids on a separate line

of text.  Each bid line should be in the following format: the 3-digit

identification number of the card you're bidding on, immediately followed

by a right parenthesis, and then the amount of the bid in dollars-and-cents

format.  (The bid amount is fixed by the current day's prices, but I ask

you to include it as a cross-check.)  For example:

 305) 2.00

 306) 0.65

Including extra information on the bid line is okay, too.  Such extra

information might include email quote marks (such as the greater-than symbol),

the card name, condition, etc.  You may include anything that makes bidding

easier for you; just make sure that each bid is on a separate line.

For example, the following are also perfectly valid bids:

 > 305) Ghosts of the Damned             U1     Blk   M  2.00

 > 306) Demonic Torment   0.65

Bids that do not conform to these rules will be discarded.

Here are examples of INVALID bids:

 >305) Ghosts of the Damned      $2                       [no decimal point]

 306 ) Demonic Torment 0.65  [space between the 6 and the right parenthesis]

4. Any submitted bids which do not contain that day's correct price will be

ignored, as will any submitted bids for cards which have already been

identified as sold.

5. In subsequent updates, the winner of each card will be identified, so

that bidders will know whether they were in fact the first people to bid

for their respective cards.  To preserve anonymity, each person will be

identified only by the part of her email address which appears to the left

of the @ sign.  If you wish me to keep even that information confidential,

please send me a nickname by which I can refer to you in updates.

6. The first bidder to submit a valid bid on any card will win that card.

The winner will be asked to pay the amount of her bid, in the form of a US

check or money order.

7. This payment will include free shipping within the United States, via first

class mail.  The cards will be wrapped in plastic sheaths and packed in



cardboard for protection.  All cards will be shipped within one week after

the receipt of payment.

8. While this is a real auction for real cards, you should know that I plan

to use data on the bids in this auction for economic research.  In no case

will individual bidders be identified in this research; anonymity will be

preserved. By bidding in this auction, you indicate your consent to have

your bid be used in economic research.  If you do not approve of this, you

have the right not to participate in this auction.  Should you have any

questions or concerns about the use of data from this auction in academic

research, please contact the chair of the COUHES committee at MIT by phone

at 617-253-6787.

That's it!  Enjoy the auction.  Again, I'm quite serious about the fact that

every card will be sold to the highest bidder, no matter how small the bid.

Good luck, and thanks for participating!

Here is the LIST OF CARDS for auction.  All are from the LEGENDS expansion:

[Note: any cards marked with a "Winner" have already been sold.]

ID   Card Name                   Rarity Color Cond  Price   Winner

201) Abomination                 U1     Blk   M       2.00  Matt.Gomes

202) All Hallow's Eve            R      Blk   M      30.00

203) Blight                      U1     Blk   M       3.00  wneale

204) Carrion Ants                R      Blk   M      20.00  michele

205) Chains of Mephistopheles    R      Blk   M      10.50

206) Cosmic Horror               R      Blk   M       7.75  michele

207) Cyclopean Mummy             C2     Blk   M       0.30

208) Darkness                    C1     Blk   M       0.75  michele

209) Demonic Torment             U1     Blk   M       1.40  ent

210) Evil Eye of Orms-By-Gore    U1     Blk   M       2.60  Matt.Gomes

211) Fallen Angel                U1     Blk   M      10.50  manatee

212) Ghosts of the Damned        C2     Blk   M       0.35  gbwhite

213) Giant Slug                  C2     Blk   M       0.35

214) Glyph of Doom               C2     Blk   M       0.35  gbwhite

215) Greed                       R      Blk   M       5.00  kmiyake

216) Headless Horseman           C1     Blk   M       0.45  psharkey

217) Hell Swarm                  C1     Blk   M       0.55  gbwhite

218) Hell's Caretaker            R      Blk   M      21.00

219) Hellfire                    R      Blk   M      12.50  ent



220) Horror of Horrors           U1     Blk   M       3.00  michele

... (more cards) ...

286) Zephyr Falcon               C2     Blu   M       1.00  gbwhite

287) Blue Common Set (15 cards)  C      Blk   M       8.25  snag

 END OF LIST

Key to Card Types and Conditions:

C  = Common

C1 = Common   (printed once per sheet of commons)

C2 = Common   (twice as common as C1, printed twice per common sheet)

C4 = Common   (four times as common as C1)

C11= Common   (eleven times as common as C1)

U  = Uncommon

U1 = Uncommon (printed once per sheet of uncommons)

U2 = Uncommon (twice as common as U1)

U3 = Uncommon (three times as common as U1)

R  = Rare

Lnd = Land

Art = Artifact

Blk = Black

Blu = Blue

Gre = Green

Red = Red   :)

Whi = White

M  = Mint

NM = Near Mint (never played, but has tiny blemishes from handling)

E  = Excellent (played a few times, has small scuff marks)

If you are unfamiliar with some of these cards, you can get information about

any Magic card (spell type, power, toughness, artist's name, etc.) from the

following Internet sources:

http://www.itis.com:80/deckmaster/magic/cardinfo/

ftp://marvin.macc.wisc.edu/pub/deckmaster/card.info/lists.w.spoilers/

Remember to send any bids, comments, or questions about the cards or the rules

of this auction to <reiley@mit.edu>.

Thanks!



Appendix 3. Sample second-price auction announcement.

Date: Thu, 09 Mar 1995 22:41:45 -0500

From: reiley@MIT.EDU (David Reiley)

Subject: Reiley's Auction #7: LEGENDS, 5 Cent Minimum, Free Shipping!

Newsgroups: rec.games.trading-cards.marketplace

Organization: MIT Dept. of Economics

Here's another opportunity to get cards at great prices!

Please read the rules of this auction carefully, as each auction I run 

typically has a different set of rules.  

This will be a sealed-bid, SECOND-PRICE auction.  Here's how it works:

I will accept all bids up until the deadline of NOON (Eastern Standard Time),

next THURSDAY, March 16,1995.  All bids are "sealed" in the sense that I will

not post updates or otherwise reveal information about the highest bid until the

auction is over.

After the deadline for bids has passed, I will award each card to the highest

bidder, but at the price submitted in the bid of the SECOND-HIGHEST bidder.

For example, suppose that I receive 20 different bids on a Demonic Hordes,

and that the two highest bids are from Emily Dickinson and Nathaniel Hawthorne.

Suppose that Emily bids $8.00 while Nathaniel bids $5.50.  Then Emily wins the

card, and the price she pays is only $5.50.

One interesting result of this type of scheme is that if you are the only

bidder for a particular card, then you get it for FREE!  Of course, I'm

hoping this won't happen, but I guarantee that I will honor the terms of this

auction, and not withdraw a card if the bids are too low.

Also, note that SHIPPING IS INCLUDED in the bid price.  If you win, you mail me

exactly the amount of the second-highest bid, with no extra shipping charges.

This is to encourage everyone to bid separately on each card you're interested

in - no worrying about having to win multiple cards in order to make it worth

your while.

Here are THE RULES:



1. Submit bids via email to <reiley@mit.edu>.  Make sure that the subject

line of your email contains the phrase "Auction #7".  (Simply using the "reply"

command on most mail and news programs should work just fine.)  If your message

does not contain this text in the subject line, your message will be discarded.

2. In your email message, please put each of your bids on a separate line

of text.  Each bid line should be in the following format: the 3-digit

identification number of the card you're bidding on, immediately followed

by a right parenthesis, and then the amount of your bid in dollars and

cents (such as 1.00).  For example:

 305) 2.00

 306) 0.65

 

Including extra information on the bid line is okay, too.  Such extra

information might include email quote marks (such as the greater-than symbol),

the card name, condition, etc.  You may include anything that makes bidding

easier for you, EXCEPT that your bid amount should be the only price-formatted

number which appears on that line.  In other words, no other number containing a

decimal point should appear on that line.

For example, the following are also perfectly valid bids:

 

 > 305) Ghosts of the Damned             U1     Blk   M  2.00

 > 306) Demonic Torment   0.65

Bids that do not conform to these rules will be discarded.

Here are examples of INVALID bids:

 >305) Ghosts of the Damned      $2                       [no decimal point]

 306 ) Demonic Torment 0.65  [space between the 6 and the right parenthesis]

3. All bids must be multiples of a nickel ($0.05), in US currency.

4. The auction closes on Thursday, March 16 at noon (EST).  Any bids

received after that time will be ignored.  All cards receiving a bid of at

least one cent will be sold at that point to the highest bidder.  In the

case of a tie, the winner will be the first person to have posted a bid of

the high amount.

5. The winning bidder will be notified by email, and will be asked to pay not

the amount of her own bid, but the amount of the second-highest bid.  Payment

should be made by US check or money order.



6. The winning bidder will be notified by email, and will be asked to pay the

amount of his/her bid via US check or money order.  

7. This payment will include free shipping within the United States, via first

class mail.  The cards will be wrapped in plastic sheaths and packed in

cardboard for protection.  All cards will be shipped within one week after

the receipt of payment.

8. While this is a real auction for real cards, you should know that I plan

to use data on the bids in this auction for economic research.  In no case

will individual bidders be identified in this research; anonymity will be

preserved. By bidding in this auction, you indicate your consent to have

your bid be used in economic research.  If you do not approve of this, you

have the right not to participate in this auction.  Should you have any

questions or concerns about the use of data from this auction in academic

research, please contact the chair of the COUHES committee at MIT by phone

at 617-253-6787.

That's it!  Enjoy the auction.  Again, I'm quite serious about the fact that

every card will be sold to the highest bidder, no matter how small the bid.

Good luck, and thanks for participating!

Here is the LIST OF CARDS:

ID   Card Name                   Rarity Color Cond

701) Adventurers' Guildhouse     U1     Lnd   NM

702) Cathedral of Serra          U1     Lnd   NM

703) Seafarers' Quay             U1     Lnd   NM

704) The Tabernacle at Pendrell  R      Lnd   M

...

784) Sol'kanar the Swamp King    R      Gld   M

785) Tetsuo Umezawa              R      Gld   M

 END OF LIST



Appendix 4. Sample English auction update.
Date: Sat, 03 Jun 1995 17:13:10 -0400

From: reiley@MIT.EDU (David Reiley)

To: reiley@MIT.EDU (David Reiley)

Subject: Reiley's Auction #13: Whi/Gld LEGENDS, 5 Cent Min, Free Shipping!

Newsgroups: rec.games.trading-cards.marketplace

[Note: If you are done bidding in this auction, you may email me to ask me

to remove you from the mailing list.  If you've won cards, I will also

send you your final bill.]

Please read the rules of this auction carefully, as each auction I run 

typically has a different set of rules.

This will be a standard, English-style ("Going, Going, Gone!") auction.

There will be updates posted daily, but they will be mailed only to people

who bid or who ask specifically to be added to the mailing list for this

particular auction.

Note that SHIPPING IS INCLUDED in the bid price.  If you win, you mail me

exactly the amount of your bid, with no extra charges.  You don't have to worry

about having to win multiple cards in order to make the auction worth your

while.

Here are THE RULES:

1. Submit bids via email to <reiley@mit.edu>.  Make sure that the subject

line of your email contains the phrase "Auction #13".  (Simply using the "reply"

command on most mail and news programs should work just fine.)  If your message

does not contain this text in the subject line, your message will be discarded.

2. In your email message, please put each of your bids on a separate line of

text.  Each bid line should be in the following format: the 3-digit

identification number of the card you're bidding on, immediately followed by

a right parenthesis, and then the amount of your bid in dollars and cents

(such as 1.00).  For example:

 305) 2.00

 306) 0.65

 

Including extra information on the bid line is okay, too.  Such extra



information might include email quote marks (such as the greater-than symbol),

the card name, condition, etc.  You may include anything that makes bidding

easier for you, EXCEPT that your bid amount should be the only price-formatted

number which appears on that line.  This means, for example, that you should

make sure to delete the previous high bid, so that your own bid is the only

number containing a decimal point on that line.

For example, the following are also perfectly valid bids:

 

 > 305) Ghosts of the Damned             U1     Blk   M  2.00

 > 306) Demonic Torment   0.65

Bids that do not conform to these rules will be discarded.

Here are examples of INVALID bids:

 >305) Ghosts of the Damned      $2                       [no decimal point]

 306 ) Demonic Torment 0.65  [space between the 6 and the right parenthesis]

3. All bids must be in US currency, and must also satisfy the following:

  a. Bids under 1 dollar must be even multiples of a nickel ($0.05).

  b. Bids from 1 to 5 dollars must be even multiples of a dime ($0.10).

  c. Bids from 5 to 10 dollars must be even multiples of a quarter ($0.25).

  d. Bids from 10 to 20 dollars must be even multiples of a 50 cents ($0.50).

  e. Bids over 20 dollars must be even multiples of a dollar ($1.00).

4. If you wish me to keep your name confidential, please send me a nickname

by which I can refer to you in updates when you are the highest bidder

on a card.  You need only do this for me once, and I will use the same

nickname in subsequent auctions I hold.  If you do not send me a nickname, I

will identify you in updates by your name but not your full email address.

5. I will post an update of the high bids once per day to the newsgroup

<rec.games.trading-cards.marketplace>.  In addition, I will email a copy of

this update to each participating bidder.

6. If a card's bid has not been raised in the past day, I will mark it

Going Once (!) in the update.  If it has not been raised in the past 2 days,

I will mark it Going Twice (!!).  If it has not been raised in the past

3 days, the card will be marked SOLD!  In the case of tie bids, the winner

will be the first person to have mailed the winning bid.



7. The winning bidder of each card will be notified by email, and will be asked

to pay the amount due via US check or money order.

8. Payment of the winning bid will include free shipping within the United

States, via first class mail.  The cards will be wrapped in plastic sheaths and

packed in cardboard for protection.  All cards will be shipped within one week

after receipt of payment.

9. While this is a real auction for real cards, you should know that I plan

to use data on the bids in this auction for economic research.  In no case

will individual bidders be identified in this research; anonymity will be

preserved. By bidding in this auction, you indicate your consent to have

your bid be used in economic research.  If you do not approve of this, you

have the right not to participate in this auction.  Should you have any

questions or concerns about the use of data from this auction in academic

research, please contact the chair of the COUHES committee at MIT by phone

at 617-253-6787.

That's it!  Enjoy the auction.  Thanks for participating!

Here is the LIST OF CARDS.  All are from the LEGENDS expansion set:

      Card Name                   Rarity Color Cond  Bid  Status Bidder

 304) Angelic Voices              R      Whi   M    14.50        michele

 328) Moat                        R      Whi   M    17.50        michele

 330) Petra Sphinx                R      Whi   M     7.50        michele

 338) Spiritual Sanctuary         R      Whi   M     7.00 !      cdaveb

 351) Bartel Runeaxe              R      Gld   M     8.00        michele

 371) Livonya Silone              R      Gld   M     8.25 !      michele

 374) Nebuchadnezzar              R      Gld   M    13.00        michele

 301) Akron Legionnaire           R      Whi   M     7.50 SOLD!  meh1

 302) Alabaster Potion            C2     Whi   M     0.10 SOLD!  ristvan

 303) Amrou Kithkin               C2     Whi   M     0.05 SOLD!  jbb

 305) Cleanse                     R      Whi   M    11.00 SOLD!  ent

 306) Clergy of the Holy Nimbus   C2     Whi   M     0.15 SOLD!  jbb

 307) D'Avenant Archer            C2     Whi   M     0.50 SOLD!  winston

 308) Divine Intervention         R      Whi   M     5.00 SOLD!  ent

 309) Divine Offering             C2     Whi   M     0.50 SOLD!  daleg

 310) Divine Transformation       R      Whi   M     5.50 SOLD!  gkearney

 311) Elder Land Wurm             R      Whi   M     5.00 SOLD!  snook

 312) Enchanted Being             C1     Whi   M     0.50 SOLD!  winston

 313) Equinox                     C1     Whi   M     1.50 SOLD!  daleg

 314) Fortified Area              U1     Whi   M     0.80 SOLD!  ristvan



 315) Glyph of Life               C2     Whi   M     0.15 SOLD!  mabehr

 316) Great Defender              U1     Whi   M     1.00 SOLD!  hunt

 317) Great Wall                  U1     Whi   M     0.50 SOLD!  ristvan

 318) Greater Realm of Preservat  U1     Whi   M     6.00 SOLD!  daleg

 319) Heaven's Gate               U1     Whi   M     1.50 SOLD!  gkearney

 320) Holy Day                    C1     Whi   M     0.75 SOLD!  winston

 321) Indestructible Aura         C2     Whi   M     0.15 SOLD!  hunt

 322) Infinite Authority          R      Whi   M     7.25 SOLD!  michele

 323) Ivory Guardians             U1     Whi   M     2.10 SOLD!  ristvan

 324) Keepers of the Faith        C2     Whi   M     0.25 SOLD!  jbb

 325) Kismet                      U1     Whi   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 326) Land Tax                    U1     Whi   M     5.50 SOLD!  daleg

 327) Lifeblood                   R      Whi   M     9.00 SOLD!  meh1

 329) Osai Vultures               C1     Whi   M     0.25 SOLD!  hunt

 331) Presence of the Master      U1     Whi   M     3.00 SOLD!  gkearney

 332) Rapid Fire                  R      Whi   M     5.00 SOLD!  ristvan

 333) Remove Enchantments         C1     Whi   M     2.00 SOLD!  daleg

 334) Righteous Avengers          U1     Whi   M     1.60 SOLD!  gkearney

 335) Seeker                      U1     Whi   M     1.50 SOLD!  hunt

 336) Shield Wall                 U1     Whi   M     1.00 SOLD!  ent

 337) Spirit Link                 U1     Whi   M     5.00 SOLD!  daleg

 339) Thunder Spirit              R      Whi   M    19.50 SOLD!  michele

 340) Tundra Wolves               C2     Whi   M     0.10 SOLD!  ristvan

 341) Visions                     U1     Whi   M     1.60 SOLD!  gkearney

 342) Wall of Caltrops            C1     Whi   M     0.20 SOLD!  ristvan

 343) Wall of Light               U1     Whi   M     1.60 SOLD!  ristvan

 344) White Common Set (15 cards) C      Whi   M     3.80 SOLD!  jbb

 345) Adun Oakenshield            R      Gld   M     9.00 SOLD!  gkearney

 346) Angus Mackenzie             R      Gld   M     8.00 SOLD!  gkearney

 347) Arcades Sabboth             R      Gld   M    18.00 SOLD!  ent

 348) Axelrod Gunnarson           R      Gld   M     7.75 SOLD!  cdaveb

 349) Ayesha Tanaka               R      Gld   M     6.00 SOLD!  ent

 350) Barktooth Warbeard          U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 352) Boris Devilboon             R      Gld   M     8.75 SOLD!  jbb

 353) Chromium                    R      Gld   M    20.00 SOLD!  ent

 354) Dakkon Blackblade           R      Gld   M    21.00 SOLD!  cdaveb

 355) Gabriel Angelfire           R      Gld   M     9.00 SOLD!  cdaveb

 356) Gosta Dirk                  R      Gld   M     6.50 SOLD!  ent

 357) Gwendlyn Di Corci           R      Gld   M     9.00 SOLD!  ent

 358) Halfdane                    R      Gld   M    10.00 SOLD!  meh1

 359) Hazezon Tamar               R      Gld   M    10.00 SOLD!  ent

 360) Hunding Gjornersen          U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 361) Jacques le Vert             R      Gld   M     8.25 SOLD!  inahsohn

 362) Jasmine Boreal              U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston



 363) Jedit Ojanen                U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 364) Jerrard of the Closed Fist  U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 365) Johan                       R      Gld   M    15.00 SOLD!  meh1

 366) Kasimir the Lone Wolf       U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 367) Kei Takahashi               R      Gld   M     7.00 SOLD!  ent

 368) Lady Caleria                R      Gld   M     7.50 SOLD!  hunt

 369) Lady Evangela               R      Gld   M     7.00 SOLD!  ent

 370) Lady Orca                   U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 372) Lord Magnus                 U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 373) Marhault Elsdragon          U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 375) Nicol Bolas                 R      Gld   M    21.00 SOLD!  gkearney

 376) Palladia-Mors               R      Gld   M    20.00 SOLD!  ent

 377) Pavel Maliki                U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 378) Princess Lucrezia           U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  winston

 379) Ragnar                      R      Gld   M     7.00 SOLD!  ent

 380) Ramirez DePietro            U1     Gld   M     3.00 SOLD!  ent

 381) Ramses Overdark             R      Gld   M     9.50 SOLD!  michele

 382) Rasputin Dreamweaver        R      Gld   M     7.25 SOLD!  gkearney

 383) Riven Turnbull              U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 384) Rohgahh of Kher Keep        R      Gld   M     8.50 SOLD!  cdaveb

 385) Rubinia Soulsinger          R      Gld   M    13.00 SOLD!  cdaveb

 386) Sir Shandlar of Eberyn      U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 387) Sivitri Scarzam             U1     Gld   M     8.00 SOLD!  winston

 388) Sol'kanar the Swamp King    R      Gld   M    15.00 SOLD!  matthew.sojka

 389) Stangg                      R      Gld   M     8.00 SOLD!  meh1

 390) Sunastian Falconer          U1     Gld   M     4.00 SOLD!  winston

 391) Tetsuo Umezawa              R      Gld   M     9.50 SOLD!  tfgiord

 392) The Lady of the Mountain    U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 393) Tobias Andrion              U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 394) Tor Wauki                   U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 395) Torsten von Ursus           U1     Gld   M     3.50 SOLD!  daleg

 396) Tuknir Deathlock            R      Gld   M     8.00 SOLD!  hutch

 397) Ur-Drago                    R      Gld   M     6.00 SOLD!  ent

 398) Vaevictis Asmadi            R      Gld   NM   21.00 SOLD!  jbb

 399) Xira Arien                  R      Gld   M     8.00 SOLD!  cdaveb

 END OF LIST

Key to Card Types and Conditions:

C  = Common

C1 = Common   (printed once per sheet of commons)

C2 = Common   (twice as common as C1, printed twice per common sheet)



U  = Uncommon

U1 = Uncommon (printed once per sheet of uncommons)

U2 = Uncommon (twice as common as U1)

R  = Rare

Lnd = Land

Art = Artifact

Blk = Black

Blu = Blue

Gre = Green

Red = Red   :)

Whi = White

M  = Mint

NM = Near Mint (never played, but has tiny blemishes from handling)

E  = Excellent (played a few times, has small scuff marks)

If you are unfamiliar with some of these cards, you can get information about

any Magic card (spell type, power, toughness, artist's name, etc.) from the

following Internet sources:

http://www.itis.com:80/deckmaster/magic/cardinfo/

ftp://ftp.itis.com/pub/deckmaster/card.info/lists.w.spoilers/

Remember to send any bids, comments, or questions about the cards or the rules

of this auction to <reiley@mit.edu>.

Thanks!


